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Abstract
Sputtering does not vary strongly with target temperature for most solid materials. Sputtering yield measurements of
liquid lithium self-sputtering for energies of 200–1000 eV at oblique incidence, however, show an enhancement near an
order of magnitude as the temperature of the liquid lithium target is increased from near its melting point at 473 K up to
about 690 K (1.5Tm) after accounting for thermal evaporation. A new model that couples both the near-surface cascade of the hot liquid metal and the eﬀect of multiple interaction mechanisms on the binding of the emitted particle
explains this anomalous erosion enhancement with target temperature. The model, has been validated using a new
hybrid computational tool named MD-TRIM (molecular dynamics in transport of ions in matter), at 473 K and
653 K and compared to experimental data. MD-TRIM consists of molecular dynamics and binary collision approximation (BCA) codes, TRIM (transport of ions in matter). The MD-TRIM code was designed to aid in understanding
erosion enhancement mechanisms of lithium self-bombardment sputtering at low bombarding energies with a rise in
target temperature. MD calculations alone do not show the sputtering enhancement with temperature rise due to an
inadequate surface potential model.
Ó 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
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The number of sputtered particles per incident
ion, deﬁned as the sputtering yield, is known not
to vary strongly with target temperature for most
materials in the solid state [1–9]. The linear theory
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of sputtering developed by Sigmund and Thompson relates the physical sputtering yield to the
deposited energy at the surface and inversely to
the surface binding energy that a sputtered atom
must overcome to be emitted [10–12]. This linear
regime is characterized by binary collisions between an incident energetic particle and a stationary target atom. When collisions near the surface
fail to be of a binary nature or when target atoms
are not stationary (e.g. dense cascades developed
by heavy-mass, high-energy bombardment)
[13,14], the collision is characterized as nonlinear
and involves a volume with a high number of moving atoms near the surface. Numerous cases for
nonlinear erosion have been studied for materials
in the solid and liquid states [15–25]. However,
very few studies have been conducted on low-energy (<1 keV) bombardment of liquid metals beyond their melting point.
Experiments in the ion-surface interaction
experiment (IIAX) have shown that sputtering
from liquid lithium under a variety of bombardment conditions (e.g. variation in incident particle
energy (200–1000 eV) and mass (H, D, He and Li))
leads to a nonlinear rise in sputtering as the target
temperature is increased beyond the melting point
(453 K for Li) [26–28]. These experiments account
for evaporation, and the nonlinear rise with
temperature is not expected from linear cascade
theory. The nonlinear enhancement was also
observed in other liquid metals at temperatures
beyond their melting point. They include: gallium,
tin–lithium and tin [29–31]. Due to the seemingly
ubiquitous enhanced sputtering behavior of these
liquid metals as their temperature is increased, a
model explaining the underlying physics is important to elucidate under what conditions such nonlinear behavior can occur. This behavior appears
to be anomalous due to the low bombarding
energies involved (e.g. 200–1000 eV). In addition,
consideration of these liquid metals as possible
advanced plasma-facing components in existing
and future fusion devices motivates a thorough
understanding on how they erode. This paper
presents a model that implements the physics
obtained from a molecular dynamics code (MolDyn) combined with a Monte Carlo trajectory
code (VFTRIM-3D from TRIM-SP). This hybrid

tool (MD-TRIM) simulates multiple interactions
of liquid metal surface atoms bombarded by lowenergy particles.

2. Description of models
2.1. TRIM-SP and MolDyn
TRIM-SP (transport of ions in matter), based
on binary collision approximation (BCA) theory
[32], has been used extensively in the simulation
of sputtering. In BCA theory, a moving incident
particle interacts with a stationary target atom.
BCA-based codes such as TRIM-SP have found
great success in predicting physical sputtering phenomena for a wide variety of systems and conditions. However, at low incident bombarding
energies and in ‘‘nonlinear’’ regimes (i.e. high energy density cascades, surface regions of high atom
mobility), collisions are no longer binary, and
many-body eﬀects must be accounted for. Nonbinary collisions can be accounted for by the molecular dynamics (MD) code, MolDyn [33]. The
many-body nature in MD calculations leads to a
more intuitive physical picture and understanding
of multiple interaction mechanisms that could exist in liquid metal erosion caused by low-energy
ion bombardment [34].
In the MD code the choice of potential for lithium in the liquid state is important. The melting
point of lithium is 453 K and very few temperature-dependent potentials exist for lithium. In
addition, liquid metals are unique in that at the liquid/vapor interface the atoms are stratiﬁed [35].
Since the sputter depth is known to be a few monolayers from the ‘‘top’’ surface [4], applying the
proper potential at this interface is very important.
Unfortunately, no such potential exists for liquid
lithium and only bulk interatomic potentials exist
[36]. When using this potential, the surface atoms
are not properly stratiﬁed and are unstable, not
maintaining proper cohesion.
In the MD code, a ﬁxed, artiﬁcial surface potential barrier must be added due to the instability of
lithium atoms at the surface. Its value, 1.67 eV is
added to maintain cohesion of the system. Without it, the lattice expands into the free-space
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boundary and eventually ﬂies apart. The value is
chosen from thermodynamic considerations such
that the heat of evaporation and heat of enthalpy
are matched. Such a simple model is not adequate
for predicting the nonlinear increase in physical
sputtering as a function of temperature measured
experimentally [26,27]. This is because the eﬀect
of this barrier decrease by energetic atoms having
multi-body collisions with near-surface atoms is
masked. As seen in the results section, running
MD alone is not able to predict the experimental
data. A more sophisticated surface model is employed in a hybrid code. This model is more
appropriate since the bulk Li interatomic potential
only properly simulates the multi-body collisions
of bulk atoms below the top surface, and not the
atoms at the liquid/vapor interface.
One can exploit the strengths of both BCA- and
MD-based codes (e.g. TRIM-SP and MolDyn) in
a hybrid tool to study atomistic phenomena such
as physical sputtering of liquid metals. This tool
addresses the drawbacks of the MD simulations:
massive computation time required for suﬃcient
statistics and a ﬁxed global surface potential. Such
hybrid tools have been used for solids [34,37,38].
This paper introduces a similar tool for liquids:
MD-TRIM, a hybrid of the BCA-based TRIM
code with the formulation utilized in VFTRIM3D [39] (which diﬀers from TRIM-SP by adding
a three-dimensional fractal surface model to account for surface roughness eﬀects) including
physical mechanisms obtained from MolDyn
[33]. The goal of the hybridization is to retain
the important ‘‘physics’’ from the MD simulations
while minimizing computation time by use of the
TRIM simulation structure and addressing the
lack of an adequate potential for the liquid/vapor
interface.

of the emitted particle with neighboring surface
atoms before emission. A similar description of
multiple interactions near the surface leading to
enhancement in sputtering exists in the literature.
These studies explain how multiple interactions
that lead to nonlinear events are atypical, such as
the sputtering of a near-surface atom [34,37,38,
40–42]. This particular eﬀect cannot be simulated
with exiting liquid lithium MD potentials and thus
the need for MD-TRIM.
In MD-TRIM both mechanisms described
above are obtained from 100 MolDyn ﬂights at
two temperatures: 473 K and 653 K. The lithium
cell in MolDyn consists of 2700 atoms that are
equilibrated at each temperature using a Berendsen thermometer [43]. The bottom boundary is
ﬁxed, while side boundaries are periodic, and the
top boundary free [33]. The equations of motion
for each individual lithium atom are calculated
over a series of 0.2-fs time steps. The potential energy and force between a pair of lithium atoms are
calculated from their separation distance according to a two-body interatomic potential for liquid
lithium developed by Canales and Gonzalez [36,
44,45].
The target surfaces for the MD simulations
were prepared by gradually raising the temperature of a BCC lithium lattice from 0 K to the
desired temperature above the melting point.
The surfaces were then allowed to equilibrate at
the desired temperature until there were no temperature ﬂuctuations, typically for about 100 ps.
Fig. 1 shows the radial distribution functions at
0, 473 and 653 K, demonstrating that the surfaces
have been melted. The absolute order of the BCC
lattice is gone, yet the short-range order, typical of
liquids, is evident. The energy of the incident Li
atom is 100 eV and is incident at 45°.

2.2. MD-TRIM

2.3. Diﬀerences between MD-TRIM and VFTRIM3D

MD-TRIM incorporates two important mechanisms believed responsible for enhanced sputtering
in liquid metals with an increase in system temperature [26]. The ﬁrst mechanism is the many-body
nature of the near-surface collision cascade characterized by the energy and angular recoil distribution. The second mechanism is the relative binding

The principal diﬀerence between MD-TRIM
and VFTRIM-3D is how MD-TRIM handles the
creation of primary knock-on atoms (PKA).
VFTRIM-3D uses the BCA with additional ‘‘soft’’
collisions, which change the energy loss term but
not the particleÕs direction. To model all collision
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Fig. 1. Radial distribution function from MolDyn simulations
at 0 K, 473 K and 653 K.

interactions, MD-TRIM uses an MD-derived
PKA creation module to generate both energy
and direction changes based on all partners involved in primary collisions. For higher-generation collisions, MD-TRIM resorts to the BCA
mechanism supplied by VFTRIM-3D. The method of determining the recoil angle, energy transferred, and scattering angle sets MD-TRIM
apart from standard TRIM codes such as
VFTRIM-3D.
VFTRIM-3D determines the impact parameter
randomly (within a certain range) and uses that
impact parameter with BiersackÕs ‘‘magic’’ formula [46] to determine the scattering angle. Once
the scattering angle is determined, the amount of
energy transferred to each recoil is then calculated.
The recoil angle is then determined via conservation of energy and momentum. Another random
number determines the azimuthal scattering angle.
MD-TRIM, in contrast, generates primary recoil
interaction information from a table generated
from MolDyn simulation results. An example of
PKA generation in the MD code is shown in
Fig. 2, showing large angle recoil generation, near
the top surface, and the generation of several
PKAs in the same collision (i.e. through the
many-body nature of molecular dynamics). The
recoil angle, fractional energy transferred, and
scattering angle are listed for each primary collision from 100 MolDyn ﬂights. This method was

Fig. 2. A composite image of six frames taken from a movie
showing a lithium atom incident on a liquid lithium surface.
The incident atom is shown in red (the highest energy in the
system), and various primary knock-on atoms with lower
kinetic energy are generated during the transit of the incident
atom. The arrows show the direction of movement of each
atom. The frames represent times of 5, 21, 37, 45, 57 and 61 fs
into the simulation. (For interpretation of colours in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

chosen as an alternative to ﬁtting distributions
for each of these quantities in order to prevent artiﬁcial coupling of the three parameters. While this
method allows only discrete angles and energies
to be generated, suﬃcient statistics overcome this
obstacle and approach continuous distributions.
VFTRIM-3D also requires input of the surface
binding energy, which can be determined in a
number of ways as the temperature of the system
varies. One way is to correlate the surface binding
energy to the surface free energy of the system
through the use of surface tension as a function
of temperature. This approach has shown only a
marginal increase of the surface binding energy
with temperature. A diﬀerent method is to identify
those particles in MolDyn which sputter and to
determine the minimum energy that those particles
need to overcome the surface energy barrier. This
method is applied in MD-TRIM, where the minimum energy is denoted as the minimum escape energy (MEE), and sets MD-TRIM apart from BCA
models such as VFTRIM-3D. The MEE is deﬁned
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as the change in potential energy of the particle to
be emitted (sputtered) as the normal component of
the particleÕs position crosses the surface. In
VFTRIM-3D a fractal surface of dimension =
2.00 (smooth surface) is used.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Recoil angular distribution
Fig. 3 shows the recoil angular distribution for
the PKA population plotted versus the recoil angle. The plot shows the eﬀect on the recoil angular
distribution when multiple interactions are accounted for. For the case of the BCA-based simulation, recoil angles cannot exceed 90° due to
simple conservation of momentum. The PKA distributions found from MolDyn diﬀer greatly from
those seen in VFTRIM-3D. MolDyn showed net
recoil angles up to 160° as a consequence of
multi-body collisions, with the majority of the
collisions producing PKA motion at nearly right
angles from the initial trajectory. Since several
atoms are being struck at once in such an interaction, the PKA is deﬁned as the recoil atom
which receives the most energy.

3.2. Recoil fractional energy distribution
Fig. 4 shows the recoil fractional energy distribution versus the ratio of the kinetic energy of
the PKA created to that of the incident particle
prior to the collision for VFTRIM-3D and MolDyn runs at 473 and 653 K. Note that the peak
shifts from lower energy transfer per collision in
the BCA-based VFTRIM-3D results to higher values in the MolDyn results. In addition, the fraction of energy transfer per collision is higher at
653 K than at 473 K. As a consequence, the deposited energy density is higher at 653 K. Coupling of
the lateral motion of energetic recoils near the surface to the manner in which atoms near the surface
are bound (e.g. the MEE) deﬁnes the key mechanisms responsible for enhanced erosion as the system temperature is increased.
3.3. Minimum escape energy
In addition to the PKA distribution, we also
determined the MEE needed to overcome the potential well of the sputtered particle right before
ejection from the liquid metal surface, using 100
ﬂights from MolDyn. Figs. 5 and 6 show the temporal dependence of the emitted particleÕs total,
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Fig. 3. The recoil angular distribution obtained from 100
MolDyn ﬂights that resulted in about 1200–1500 recoils. In
VFTRIM no recoil angles can exceed 90° due to the use of the
binary collision approximation. In MolDyn multi-body eﬀects
allow the net recoil angles to exceed 90°; recoils in general are
along the surface.
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Fig. 4. Recoil energy distribution obtained from 100 MolDyn
ﬂights that resulted in about 1200–1500 recoils. Note a larger
amount of the incident energy is transferred to PKAs (primary
knock-ons) as the temperature of the system increases. The
symbol e is the fraction of its energy the incident ion imparted
to the recoil.
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Fig. 5. The energy–time evolution of a sputtered lithium
particle plotted along with its projected trajectory along the
perpendicular direction to the surface at 473 K. The total
energy consists of the kinetic and potential energies. The
minimum escape energy (MEE) is determined by the energy
well in the potential just before leaving the surface at 125 fs.

Fig. 6. The energy–time evolution of a sputtered lithium
particle plotted along with its projected trajectory along the
perpendicular direction to the surface at 653 K. The total
energy consists of the kinetic and potential energies. The
minimum escape energy (MEE) is determined by the energy
well in the potential just before leaving the surface at 82 fs.

kinetic and potential energy for 473 and 653 K,
respectively. Note that MEE is deﬁned as the
change in potential energy of the particle to be
emitted (sputtered) as the normal component of
the particleÕs position crosses the surface. This energy is found to be a sensitive function of temperature. For example, the average MEE is equal to
1.4 eV at 473 K and 0.79 eV at 653 K. These values

were obtained by averaging over all sputtered
atoms, the MEE in the MD simulation at each
temperature.
This temperature dependent behavior is analogous to the multiple interaction of near-surface
atoms studied by Jakas et al. [34,37,38,40]. An
atom near the surface only needs to be given about
0.79 eV of kinetic energy or more to be emitted if
the surface is at 653 K, not the 1.67 eV – the ‘‘surface binding energy’’ – normally assumed. The
nonbinary collisions with neighbors of the atom
to be sputtered weaken their grip on the atom.
As Figs. 5 and 6 show, the degree to which that
grip can be weakened varies with temperature.
3.4. Sputtering results from MD-TRIM
With both mechanisms implemented in MDTRIM, the code runs for 104 ﬂights to obtain the
sputtering yield at both 473 and 653 K. These
results are presented in Table 1 and compared to
estimated experimental self-sputtering data and
MD results from liquid lithium at both temperatures. The experimental results are estimates
because experiments to date in our IIAX apparatus have only been done at this energy and temperatures with lithium incident on lithium targets
treated with deuterium or helium incident on nontreated targets [47,48]. The estimated experimental
yields are 0.80 ± 0.2 Li/ion at 473 K and 1.20 ±
0.3 Li/ion at 653 K. Lithium sputtering experiments by Allain have shown that in the solid state
and temperatures near Li melting (453 K) the Dsaturated surface will sputter a factor of about
4–5 times less than a pure Li or non-D-treated surface when bombarded by He or D ions at energies
between 100 and 1000 eV [47,48]. Li self-sputtering
data taken for temperatures between 473 K and
683 K (above melting point) on D-treated surfaces
shows yields of 0.2 Li/ion (200 eV Li+) and 0.9 Li/
ion (300 eV Li+), respectively [27]. Data also
shows an apparent shift of the maximum of the energy-dependent sputter yield to lower energies
from 700 eV to about 300 eV [49]. The self-sputter
yield for a pure Li target at 473 K was therefore
estimated to be about 0.8 Li/ion for an incident energy of 200 eV. At 100 eV this would be an uppermost limit and thus we used this value to compare
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Table 1
Temperature dependence of MD-derived MEE (minimum escape energy) and comparison of lithium sputtering yield between MDTRIM and experimental data
Temperature (K)

MD-derived MEE (eV)

473
653

1.40
0.79

Sputtering yield (particles/ion)
MolDyn

MD-TRIM

Experiment (estimated)

0.20
0.26

0.75
1.29

0.80 ± 0.20
1.20 ± 0.30

Case for 100 eV Li on liquid Li at 45° incidence.

Table 2
Lithium sputtering yield results from MD-TRIM compared to VFTRIM
MEE (eV)

0.79
1.40
1.68

Sputtering yield (particles/ion)
VFTRIM (MEE is SBE in TRIM)

MD-TRIM (473 K)

MD-TRIM (653 K)

0.84
0.49
0.42

1.18
0.75
0.64

1.29
0.81
0.70

to MD-TRIM simulations at 473 K. For the case
at 653 K, the eﬀect of D-saturation is lessened
since more D atoms diﬀuse to the bulk and thus
the Li sputter yield approaches that of a pure Li
surface [47,49]. The estimated Li self-sputter yield
at 653 K was therefore about 1.2 Li/ion for
300 eV also an upper-most limit. The uncertainty
in these estimates coupled to the uncertainty in
the experiments yield errors of ±20–30%.
Table 1 shows good agreement between MDTRIM calculations and the estimated experimental
data. The MD results are from approximately 700
ﬂights run at each temperature with the timestep
and the potentials described previously. The results are ﬁve times lower than both the experiment
and the MD-TRIM simulation and show only a
modest increase with target temperature. The
MD simulation shows the average energy of the
sputtered atoms rises slightly (2.9–3.4 eV) instead
of the experimentally noted decrease of average
energy. MD-TRIM does show a decrease of sputtered atom average energy.
Table 2 shows a comparison of MD-TRIM results versus the standard VFTRIM-3D (BCAbased) code for three MEEs. In VFTRIM-3D,
MEE is simply the standard surface binding energy. Note that VFTRIM-3D with the standard
surface binding energy (SBE) of 1.68 eV, underestimates the experimental data and has no temper-

ature dependence. Merely changing the SBE from
1.4 eV down to 0.79 eV increases the sputtering
yield as expected, but not to the extent seen in
the estimated experimental values. In addition, Table 2 shows that using the MD-derived PKA distributions at the two temperatures using the standard
heat of sublimation (1.68 eV) in MD-TRIM increases the sputtering yield as expected, but also
not to the degree seen in the estimated experimental values. It is a combination of the MEE values
extracted from the MD simulations at each temperature coupled to the MD-derived PKA distributions that a realistic prediction is made for liquid
Li sputtering at 100 eV for temperatures at 473
and 653 K. This particular combination is what
makes up the Allain–Ruzic model implemented
in MD-TRIM.

4. Conclusions
In summary, two mechanisms are responsible
for the yield enhancement measured with a rise
in system temperature for liquid lithium. The ﬁrst
is the near-surface cascade described by the generation of primary recoils that move laterally, transferring their energy more eﬃciently at higher
system temperatures to mobile atoms near the surface. The second is the nature of bonding of the
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emitted lithium particle with respect to its nearest
target atom neighbors and is deﬁned by the
MEE. Coupling of these two mechanisms forms
the basis of the Allain–Ruzic model implemented
in MD-TRIM, explaining the erosion of hot liquid
metals. These mechanisms are also expected in hot
solids and frozen condensed-gas solids at low ion
impact energies, however, they are more conspicuous in the liquid state. This is due to higher mobility of atoms as the thermodynamic state rises
above the melting temperature of the material on
the time scale characteristic of physical sputtering
(0.5–1.0 ps).
Another important result of the Allain–Ruzic
model is the ability to predict the energy and angular distributions of the sputtered particles from a
liquid metal surface as a function of system temperature, incident particle mass and energy, and
surface chemical state using MD-TRIM. For
example, according to this model one would expect
that as the system temperature is increased from
near melting up to temperatures where evaporation begins to dominate erosion for lithium
(700 K), more particles would be emitted and
the energy distribution of sputtered particles
would shift towards lower energies. This phenomenon has been seen for frozen condensed-gas solids
as well [50]. This model not only provides a computational tool, but also a straightforward way
of thinking about low energy (10–1000 eV) particle
collisions with a liquid metal as a function of temperature without resort to semi-empirical ﬁtting
parameters typical of nonlinear erosion models,
such as thermal spikes, or models based on adatom formation on liquid surfaces.
The failure of the MD code alone to adequately
predict sputtering yields for a liquid metal is
namely due to the lack of an adequate surface potential model. This is due to the unique behavior
liquid metals possess at the liquid–vapor interface.
The only existing potentials for liquid metals, in
particular alkali metals in the liquid state, only
predict the characteristics of the liquid–vapor
interface but lack the ability to predict physical
sputtering [47–49]. MD-TRIM addresses this
shortcoming by utilizing the nonbinary collision
capabilities of MD simulations whilst including
the temperature-dependent behavior of the MEE

due to nonbinary collisions near the surface ultimately increasing the probability of sputtering as
evidenced in temperature-dependent liquid Li
sputtering measurements. Future work will focus
on implementing liquid Li surface potentials recently developed using ab initio molecular dynamics methods [51] to describe the low-energy
sputtering of Li in the liquid state.
Nonlinear erosion due to nano-bubble formation in liquid metals remains an open question
and is the subject of upcoming work. For the conditions of low ﬂux on the experiments referred to
in this paper, however, formation of bubbles in liquid lithium from self-bombardment is not expected. Surfaces of liquid metals are also known
to form a layered structure at the liquid/vapor
interface [35,52,53] as stated earlier. The eﬀect of
this stratiﬁed layer to the sputtering yield as a
function of temperature may be important, and
further atomistic simulation studies are needed to
address this issue.
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